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Abstract 

The existence of a common beauty is a long-standing debate in philosophy and related 

disciplines. In the last two decades, cognitive neuroscientists have sought to elucidate this issue 

by exploring the neural basis of the experience of beauty. Still, it is unclear whether different 

forms of beauty share a common neural structures. To address this question, we performed an 

activation likelihood estimation (ALE) meta-analysis on the existing neuroimaging studies of 

beautiful faces and beautiful visual art. We observed that perceiving two forms of beauty 

activated distinct brain regions: while the beauty of faces was associated with activities in the left 

ventral striatum, the beauty of visual art was associated with the anterior medial prefrontal cortex 

(aMPFC). There was no strong evidence for the common neural basis of different forms of 

beauty, although with a more liberal threshold, a small cluster at the left ventromedial prefrontal 

cortex (vMPFC) was activated by both forms of beauty. The implications of these results are 

discussed. 

 

Keywords: beauty; faces; visual art; functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI); activation 

likelihood estimation (ALE); meta-analytic connectivity modeling (MACM) 
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1. Introduction 

The nature of beauty is a long-standing topic in philosophy. For example, philosophers, 

such as Plato, suggested that there is a “common and abstract beauty” that is independent of 

various concrete forms of beautiful things (Allen, 1993), and David Hume asserted a common 

basis for evaluating beautiful objects (Shimamura, 2012). Other scholars (e.g., Kubovy (2000)), 

however, have opposed this common theory by suggesting that “beauty is in the eye of the 

beholder,” emphasizing the role of individuals’ experiences in appreciating beautiful objects in 

different circumstances and refuting the assertion that there are common underpinnings to 

different evaluations of beauty.  

Though these debates lie within the scope of philosophy for centuries, recently, modern 

cognitive neuroscientists and psychologists have begun to address the scientific basis of aesthetic 

responses to beauty via experimental approaches (e.g. (Aharon et al., 2001; Chatterjee and 

Vartanian, 2014; Pearce et al., 2016)). However, after two decades of study, the existence of a 

common neural basis for different forms of beauty is still not strongly supported (Ward, 2015). In 

this study, we evaluate the empirical studies by conducting an activation likelihood estimation 

(ALE)-based meta-analyses on functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies that 

explored the neural basis of beauty. 

1.1. What is the experience of beauty?  

One problem in studying the cognitive and neural mechanisms of beauty lies in conceptual 

ambiguity. In the neuroaesthetics literature, beauty is often confused with aesthetic experiences, 
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or the appreciation of art (Pearce et al., 2016). This conceptual ambiguity hampers 

interdisciplinary communication (Bergeron and Lopes, 2012). Therefore, it is necessary first to 

offer a clear operational definition of beauty.  

From the perspective of an information processing model (Leder et al., 2004; Leder and 

Nadal, 2014), we define the experience of beauty as a pleasurable aesthetic experience that is the 

outcome of the multi-stage processing of an aesthetic object (including both art and non-art 

objects). This operational definition of the experience of beauty avoids the confusion with other 

concepts in relation to aesthetics or pleasure. First, it distinguishes the experience of beauty from 

other aesthetic experiences, because aesthetic experiences could include both positive and 

negative affective states (Bergeron and Lopes, 2012). Second, this definition distinguishes the 

experience of beauty from the general pleasure, which can be elicited by non-aesthetic stimuli, 

for example, food and sex (Berridge and Kringelbach, 2013), or moral behaviors (Diessner et al., 

2008). Furthermore, although the experience of beauty may be accompanied by some complex 

emotions (e.g., “awe”, “sublime” or “being moved”), the experience of beauty is not equal to any 

of these complex emotions. That is, people may appreciate the beauty of an aesthetic object 

without any of these complex emotions.  

Most importantly, this operational definition of the experience of beauty gives us a specific 

criterion in empirical studies. For example, with this definition of beauty, the brain activity 

underlying the experience of beauty can be measured by comparing brain activity when 

perceiving beautiful stimuli with brain activity when perceiving non-beautiful stimuli with 

similar physical properties. Such method allows us to identify the brain regions that are 

positively correlated with beauty ratings or preference (Ramachandran and Hirstein, 1999).  
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1.2. Is there a common neural basis for the experience of beauty?  

For psychologists and neuroscientists, one approach to defining a “common mechanism” is 

to test whether processing different types of information (e.g., beautiful faces vs. beautiful visual 

art) share neural structures. For instance, recent studies have shown that spatial, temporal and 

social distance have common neural representations in the right inferior parietal lobule 

(Parkinson et al., 2014), the left intraparietal sulcus is associated with processing both 

perceptually salient and socially salient stimuli (Sui et al., 2015), and that the processing of the 

psychological and physical selves shares a common neural basis in the dorsal anterior cingulate 

cortex and the left anterior insula (Hu et al., 2016). In this sense, a common neural basis for 

different forms of beauty can be identified if there are common regions activated by experiencing 

different forms of beauty.  

In fact, previous studies have suggested that the experience of beauty has a common 

mechanism. Reber proposed that beauty resulted from the cognitive processing fluency of the 

perceivers in general (Reber et al., 2004). Ishizu and Zeki (2011) suggested that common beauty 

across modalities was associated with activation of the medial orbitofrontal cortex (mOFC). 

Based on a meta-analysis of neuroimaging studies on fMRI studies related to aesthetics, Brown 

et al. (2011) argued that the insula was the common neural basis for aesthetic appraisal. More 

interestingly, there was an implicit theory of common beauty that beauty is equal to reward, 

which is indicated by the fact that many studies used beautiful stimuli as rewarding stimuli 

(Aharon et al., 2001; Bray and O'Doherty, 2007; Cloutier et al., 2008; Lacey et al., 2011; Liang 

et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2014), along with other monetary reward-related stimuli. This implicit 

theory of common beauty was also supported by theorists in neuroaesthetics who suggested that 
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reward processing was an import component of aesthetic appreciation (e.g., (Chatterjee and 

Vartanian, 2014)).  

However, we cannot conclude that there is a common neural basis for beauty due to two 

issues. First, the heterogeneity of fMRI studies on aesthetics makes it difficult to draw a 

consistent conclusion on the neural basis for the experience of beauty. Although a number of 

studies utilized beautiful stimuli or visual art, many of these focused on other psychological 

processes during aesthetic appreciation, instead of the neural response to beauty. For example, 

some researchers studied the aesthetic judgment process (Bzdok et al., 2012; Ishizu and Zeki, 

2013) or the processing of art (Mizokami et al., 2014), but these two psychological processes are 

different from the response to beauty (Bergeron and Lopes, 2012; Conway and Rehding, 2013; 

Shimamura, 2012). Second, not limited to neuroaesthetics, single neuroimaging study suffered 

from low statistical power (Button et al., 2013) and the high false-positive rates (Eklund et al., 

2016; Wager et al., 2007) due to small sample sizes (Button et al., 2013) or the flexibility of 

fMRI data processing (Carp, 2012).  

1.3. The current study.  

To explore the common neural basis of beauty, taking into account the above concerns, we 

conducted an ALE meta-analysis of fMRI studies of beauty, and compared the neural activities 

elicited by the beauty of faces and the beauty of the visual art.  

These two types of beauty were selected for two reasons. First, they are the two most 

intensively studied beautiful stimuli in laboratory settings (e.g. Chatterjee and Vartanian (2014)), 

thus providing enough studies for a meta-analysis. Second, they represent two typical categories 

of beauty: faces are the most representative natural beauty in social life, and the preference of 
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human face is shaped by both evolution (e.g. Little et al. (2011)) and environment (Germine et al., 

2015), while the visual arts are the most representative artificial beauty, which is reflected in the 

subjective aesthetic preference of human beings. Therefore, a comparison between the neural 

responses to these two types of beauty may provide valuable insights into the exploration of 

common and distinct neural bases of beauty. 

We employed an ALE meta-analysis of 38 fMRI studies on the beauty of faces and the 

beauty of art according to our definition of beauty. The ALE meta-analysis method provides a 

quantitative measure of cross-study consistency that accommodates the spatial uncertainty of 

activation data and allows statistically defensible conclusions to be formed (Fox et al., 2014; 

Laird et al., 2011). Furthermore, it provides more decisive results and greater statistical power 

than individual studies (Eickhoff et al., 2016). To avoid the influence of the heterogeneity of 

different studies, we included only studies that compared beautiful visual art/faces with non-

beautiful visual art/faces or that were positively correlated to beauty ratings/preferences.  

The current study seeks to (1) identify convergent neural activation across studies for the 

two forms of beauty, (2) assess the distinct brain regions and corresponding co-activation 

network observed in face-based beauty and visual art-based beauty. Additionally, to provide 

evidence-based inverse-inferences regarding the function of the results of the meta-analysis, we 

further conducted functional characterizations based on the Brainmap database (Eickhoff et al., 

2011; Fox et al., 2014; Yarkoni et al., 2011). 

2. Methods 

2.1. Literature search and study selection. 
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Articles included in the present meta-analyses were identified based on a systematic 

literature search using specific terms in PubMed and the Web of Science (up to Jan 2017). 

“Face” or “facial” was paired with “attractiveness,” “beauty” or “aesthetic” for aesthetic studies 

of faces; and “paintings” or “visual art” were searched for aesthetic studies of visual art. All 

terms were each combined (“AND”) with “functional magnetic resonance imaging or fMRI” or 

“Positron emission tomography or PET” to identify relevant functional neuroimaging studies (to 

increase reproducibility of the current study, the syntax used for searching strategy was added in 

the supplementary methods, see Supplementary information). For a complete coverage, articles 

were also identified from recent meta-analyses and reviews (Boccia et al., 2016; Brown et al., 

2011; Bzdok et al., 2011; Kirsch et al., 2016; Mende-Siedlecki et al., 2013; Vartanian and Skov, 

2014). Additional studies were identified by searching through the reference lists of studies 

obtained via the initial search. The inclusion criteria for articles were as follows:  

(1) Only studies reporting whole-brain analyses were included, while studies based on 

partial coverage or employing only region-of-interest analyses were excluded. One study was 

included after the author provided the whole brain analyses with the contrast of current meta-

analyses interested in (Lebreton et al., 2009). 

(2) Articles reporting results as coordinates in a standard reference frame (Talairach and 

Tournoux or MNI). To address problems induced by different coordinates used across the studies, 

coordinates originally published in the Talairach space were converted to the MNI space using 

the Lancaster transformation (Lancaster et al., 2007).  

 (3) Only studies with non-expert young and middle-aged adults (18-50 years old) were 

included; studies that included art experts were excluded if they did not report results for non-
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experts separately (Kirk et al., 2009a) due to the influence of expertise on aesthetic appreciation 

(Hekkert and Wieringen, 1996).  

(4) According to our operationalization of beauty, only studies reporting the effect of beauty 

or the preference of faces and visual art were included. Criteria for these studies consisted of the 

following rules: a) studies using visual art or faces as stimuli; b) studies reporting the effect of 

beauty or the subjective preference for visual art or faces separately and directly, therefore, 

studies using visual art or faces as stimuli that did not report the effect of beauty or preference 

were excluded, also were studies that did not report the effect of faces or visual art separately 

were excluded; and c) studies that included a high-level baselines (i.e., beauty art > not-beautiful 

art or beautiful faces > non-beautiful faces), instead of low-level baselines (e.g., photos or resting 

state).  

2.2.  Activation likelihood estimation. 

The meta-analysis was carried out using the revised ALE algorithm, which was implemented 

in Matlab code, for the coordinate-based meta-analysis of neuroimaging results (Eickhoff et al., 

2009; Laird et al., 2009a; Laird et al., 2009b; Turkeltaub et al., 2002). This algorithm aims to 

identify areas that exhibit a convergence of reported coordinates across experiments that is 

higher than expected under a random spatial association. The key idea behind ALE is to treat the 

reported foci not as single points but rather as centers for 3D Gaussian probability distributions 

that capture the spatial uncertainty associated with each focus. The key idea behind ALE is to 

treat the reported foci not as single points but rather as centers for 3D Gaussian probability 

distributions that capture the spatial uncertainty associated with each focus. The Full-Width Half-

Maximum (FWHM) of these Gaussian functions was determined based on empirical data on the 
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between-subject variance by the number of examined subjects per study, accommodating the 

notion that larger sample sizes should provide more reliable approximations of the “true” 

activation effect and should, therefore, be modeled by “smaller” Gaussian distributions (Eickhoff 

et al., 2009). Specifically, the number of subjects in the studies in our meta-analysis ranged from 

8 ~ 87, with a median of 18, and the range of Full-Width Half-Maximum (FWHM) was from 8.5 

mm ~ 10.94 mm (median: 9.5 mm). 

The probabilities of all foci reported in a given experiment were then combined for each 

voxel, resulting in a modeled activation (MA) map (Turkeltaub et al., 2012). Taking the union 

across these MA maps yielded voxel-wise ALE scores that described the convergence of the 

results across experiments at each particular location of the brain. To distinguish ‘true’ 

convergence among studies from random convergence (i.e., noise), ALE scores were compared 

to an empirical null distribution reflecting a random spatial association among experiments. Here, 

a random-effects inference was invoked, focusing on the inference on the above-chance 

convergence among studies rather than the clustering of foci within a particular study. 

Computationally, deriving this null-hypothesis involved sampling a voxel at random from each 

of the MA maps and taking the union of these values in the same manner as performed for the 

(spatially contingent) voxels in the true analysis, a process that can be solved analytically 

(Eickhoff et al., 2012). The p-value of the “true” ALE was then given by the proportion of equal 

or higher values obtained under the null-distribution. The resulting non-parametric p-values were 

then thresholded at the p < 0.05 (cluster-level corrected for multiple-comparison; cluster-forming 

threshold p < 0.001 at voxel level) (Eickhoff et al., 2012). All significant clusters were reported, 

and the volume, weighted center and locations and Z-scores at the peaks within the regions are 

given.  
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2.3. Overlap analysis and comparison of individual meta-analyses. 

We used two methods to determine brain regions that were activated by both types of 

beauty. First, we used the conjunction analyses (Nichols et al., 2005), which used the voxel-wise 

minimum of each single ALE results. However, this conjunction analysis was based on corrected 

results and therefore has the risk of false negative and low power (Radua et al., 2012), therefore 

we also used uncorrected thresholds to explore the overlap between two ALE results.  

Differences between conditions were tested by first performing separate ALE analyses for 

each condition and computing the voxel-wise difference between the ensuing ALE maps. All 

experiments contributing to either analysis were then pooled and randomly divided into two 

groups of the same size as the two original sets of experiments reflecting the contrasted ALE 

analyses (Eickhoff et al., 2011; Rottschy et al., 2012). The ALE scores for these two randomly 

assembled groups were calculated, and the differences between the ALE scores were recorded 

for each voxel in the brain. Repeating this process 25,000 times then yielded a null-distribution 

of differences in ALE scores between the two conditions. The “true” difference in the ALE 

scores was then tested against this voxel-wise null-distribution of label-exchangeability and 

thresholded at a probability of p > 95% for true differences.  

2.4 Data Visualization. 

Given that there is no standard brain atlas for neuroimaging studies, we used probabilistic 

cytoarchitectonic maps (as implemented in SPM Anatomy Toolbox) (Eickhoff et al., 2006; 

Eickhoff et al., 2007; Eickhoff et al., 2005),  Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) (Tzourio-

Mazoyer et al., 2002), and the Harvard-Oxford Atlas 

(https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/Atlases) (the latter two are implemented in DPABI (Yan et 
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al., 2016)) to assign our resulting coordinates to anatomical structures. When the labels are not 

consistent, we chose the label that most specifically describes the brain structures. For 

visualization purposes, BrainNet Viewer (Xia et al., 2013) was used to present the meta-

analytical results. 

2.5 Functional characterization. 

To qualify the interpretation of the function of each brain region, we conducted functional 

characterization to obtain meaningful reverse inference (Poldrack, 2011). The functional 

characterization of the beauty of art and the beauty of faces was based on the “Behavioral 

Domain (BD)” and “Paradigm Class (PC)” meta-data categories, which are available for each 

neuroimaging experiment included in the BrainMap database (Laird et al., 2011; Turner and 

Laird, 2012). As a first step, we searched in the BrainMap database for those experiments that 

featured at least one focus of activation within the current ROI (each was defined by the meta-

analysis results). Then, we analyzed the behavioral domain and paradigm class metadata of the 

retrieved BrainMap experiments, that is, those experiments with activation of the current seed, to 

determine the frequency of domain relative to its likelihood across the entire database. The 

functional role of the ROI was thus identified by significant overrepresentation of behavioral 

domains and paradigm classes. For quantitative function inference, we tested whether the 

conditional probability of activation given a particular label [P(Activation|Task)] was 

significantly higher than a priori probability of activation (P(Activation)) as assessed by a 

binomial test (p < .05, FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons) (Langner et al., 2014; Nickl-

Jockschat et al., 2015; Rottschy et al., 2012). Likewise, we reported the reverse inference in 

which the conditional probability of label given an activation of a particular brain region [P(Task 
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|Activation)] was tested (Langner et al., 2014; Nickl-Jockschat et al., 2015; Rottschy et al., 2012; 

Yarkoni et al., 2011). 

3. Results 

3.1. Studies included in the meta-analyses. 

After applying our search strategy (see method section for more details), 38 articles were 

identified (15 articles for beauty in the visual arts, including 15 experiments, 84 foci, and 321 

subjects; 23 articles for the beauty of faces, including 23 experiments, 127 foci, and 525 

subjects). To increase the reproducibility of the current study, all the metadata for the current 

study is available at https://osf.io/jf7g8/?view_only=1860fef0058b4cd29f8379de13c1d985. 

Figure 1 depicts the process of article selection in detail (see Table 1; the article-selection process 

in Endnote was available online, see Supplementary methods).  
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Figure 1. Flow diagram for literature search for the beauty of visual art (A) and the beauty of 

faces (B), as recommended by Liberati et al. (2009). 

< insert Table 1> 

3.2. ALE Meta-analyses of the aesthetic beauty of visual art and faces.  

The ALE results of the beauty of visual art revealed that two regions were convergently 

activated. The first region located within the left anterior medial prefrontal cortex (aMPFC), the 

second region located in the left ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vMPFC), which also includes 

voxels in the left pregenual anterior cingulate gyrus (pgACC) and the left gyrus rectus (Table 2 

and Figure 2A).  

The ALE results of the beauty of faces showed that two brain regions were more 

convergently activated by beautiful faces than by non-beautiful faces: the first region located in 

the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vMPFC) extending to the pgACC, and subcortical structures 

such as the ventral striatum and subcallosal cortex (Table 2 and Figure 2B).  

The conjunction analysis with the minimum statistic (Nichols et al., 2005) (i.e., finding the 

minimum t-value across the two original ALE results voxel-wisely) showed no survival cluster. 

Our exploratory analysis of the overlap between two ALE results, with uncorrected thresholds 

and cluster size greater than 50 voxels, found the ventromedial frontal cortex (vMPFC) (include 

part of pgACC) was shared by both types of visual beauty at p < 0.01 uncorrected (results are 

available at https://osf.io/jf7g8/?view_only=1860fef0058b4cd29f8379de13c1d985, see Table 3 

and Figure 2D). A complementary ALE analysis in which data from both beautiful faces and art 

were pooled together also found that vMPFC/pgACC were convergently activated (see 

Supplementary Information S2). 
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The contrast analysis further showed that a locus within the left vMPFC and a locus within 

the left ventral striatum were more frequently activated by beautiful faces than by beautiful art, 

while there were two small clusters were more activated by beautiful visual art than by beautiful 

faces: one cluster located in the aMPFC and the other in the posterior of vMPFC (Table 3 and 

Figure 2C). 

 

Figure 2. Results of the ALE meta-analysis and the contrast and conjunction analysis. (A) Brain 

regions convergently activated more for beautiful visual art than for non-beautiful visual art; (B) 

brain regions convergently activated more for beautiful faces than for non-beautiful faces; (C) 

the results of the contrast and conjunction analysis between the ALE results of beautiful faces 

and beautiful visual art; negative values indicate greater activation for beautiful visual art than 

for beautiful faces, and positive values indicate greater activation for beautiful faces than for 

beautiful visual art; (D) brain regions shared by both beautiful art and beautiful faces. 

< Insert Table 2, Table 3 > 
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3.3 Functional characterization. 

The functional characterization based on BrainMap databased showed that the ROI from the 

ALE results of the beauty of visual art, the left aMPFC, was associated with behavioral domains 

(BDs) related to emotion and cognition, the most common paradigm classes (PCs) involved were 

reward and face monitor/discrimination (see Figure 3A). As for the vMPFC/pgACC, it was also 

associated with the behavioral domains (BD) related to emotion, cognition, as well as other 

domains such as social cognition, gustation, and fear processing. Similarly, this region involved 

in the reward paradigms as well as theory of mind (see Figure 3B).  

For the ROIs from the meta-analysis of the beauty of faces, the first seed, which includes 

vMPFC/pgACC, was related to emotion, cognition, social cognition, fear emotion and gustation 

and was involved in reward and taste paradigms (see Figure 3C). The second seed from the meta-

analysis of the beauty of faces, which includes the ventral striatum, was related to the behavioral 

domains of emotion and cognition and was only involved in the reward paradigms (see Figure 

3D).  

For the vMPFC/pgACC regions that possibly shared by both beautiful faces and beautiful 

visual art, the related behavioral domains were emotion, cognition, social cognition and gustation, 

and this region involved the reward, theory of mind, and taste (see Figure 3E). 
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Figure 3. Functional characterization of brain regions from meta-analytic results, showing the 

reverse and forward inference of behavioral domain and paradigm class of each ROI. (A) The 
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left aMPFC from the meta-analysis of the beauty of visual art; (B) the left vMPFC/pgACC from 

the meta-analysis of the beauty of visual art; (C) the vMPFC/pgACC from the meta-analysis of 

the beauty of faces; (D) the left ventral striatum from the meta-analysis of the beauty of faces; (E) 

the left vMPFC/pgACC from conjunction analysis of ALE results of beauty of art and faces. 

4. Discussion 

The current study sets out to explore the common and form-specific neural basis of the 

beauty of the visual art and faces. The results showed that different forms of beauty activated 

different brain regions: the left ventral striatum was more convergently activated by beautiful 

faces, while the aMPFC was more activated by beautiful visual art. Also, the results showed 

weak evidence for the common neural basis for processing beauty in the vMPFC/pgACC.  

4.1. Is there a common neural basis for visual beauty?  

The existence of the common beauty is pursued by researchers from different disciplines. 

The current study attempt to find the common neural basis of experiencing beauty by conducting 

a conjunction analysis of the ALE meta-analysis of fMRI studies. To find the “pure” beauty 

process in the human brain, we distinguished the experience of beauty from other related but 

different processes, such as art appreciation (Pearce et al., 2016).  

The conjunction analysis from our meta-analysis, however, didn’t find any surviving clusters. 

Using liberal threshold, we found that a small cluster of vMPFC/pgACC were activated in both 

tasks. This fact makes it’s hard to interpret the current results. On the one hand, the un-corrected 

results should be treated with great caution because of the possible false positivity (Eklund et al., 

2016); on the other hand, the vMPFC/pgACC as the candidate for common neural basis is 

consistent with previous studies. This brain region is a hub for integrating sensory information 
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and abstract concepts to generate affective meaning (Etkin et al., 2006; Roy et al., 2012), 

especially positive emotions, such as safety (Haaker et al., 2013; Kalisch et al., 2006). A previous 

meta-analysis on the valuation system has shown that the vMPFC was engaged in the evaluation 

of the positive valence but not the negative valence (Bartra et al., 2013). As both beautiful faces 

and beautiful visual art are positive stimuli, it is possible that vMPFC might serve as a hub for 

processing the beauty in both forms. Indeed, previous theoretical work in neuroaesthetics has 

proposed the MPFC, which is important for emotion processing, plays an important role in 

processing the experience of beauty (Chatterjee and Vartanian, 2014).   

The contrast between strong theoretical interest on but weak empirical evidence for the 

common neural basis for beauty calls for more critical studies. One possible approach to address 

this issue is adapting more powerful, multi-variable analysis to decode the pattern of different 

forms of beauty (e.g., (Woo et al., 2017)). Also, as science is accumulative, further studies can be 

integrated into the current meta-analysis to update the results. To facilitate this process, we 

opened the meta-data of this meta-analysis (see Method section), the future work can easily be 

integrated to update the knowledge about the common neural basis of beauty. 

4.2. Neural basis underlying the beauty of faces.  

The ALE results showed that beautiful faces induced greater activation in the 

vMPFC/pgACC and the left ventral striatum than non-beautiful faces. These results suggest that 

the vMPFC-subcortical rewarding system is engaged in processing the beauty of faces. Previous 

studies have shown that these two brain regions play a critical role in processing reward (Haber 

and Knutson, 2010; Liu et al., 2011; Vincent et al., 1993). Our functional characterization of 

these two brain regions also confirmed that these two brain structures are both involved in 
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reward paradigms. These findings are consistent with the view that the evaluating the rewarding 

value is crucial for appreciating the facial beauty (Chatterjee and Vartanian, 2014; Hahn and 

Perrett, 2014).  

However, the role of the vMPFC/pgACC and the ventral striatum might differ when 

processing the rewarding value of facial beauty. While the vMPFC/pgACC is coactivated with a 

wide range of brain structures and involved in multiple higher-level functions (de la Vega et al., 

2016; Roy et al., 2012), the function of the ventral striatum mainly engaged in reward processing 

(Haber and Knutson, 2010; Liu et al., 2011), especially primary reward (Sescousse et al., 2013). 

Therefore, it is possible the facial beauty is appreciated through a ventral pathway: the ventral 

striatum may primarily respond to the rewarding value of faces, the reward signal, along with 

other information, was then integrated in the vMPFC to generate positive affections. Further 

studies are needed to further dissociate these two different processes in appreciating the beauty 

of faces. 

4.3. Neural basis underlying the beauty of visual art. 

Regarding the beauty of visual art, the meta-analysis of fMRI studies showed convergent 

activations in the left aMPFC and the vMPFC/pgACC. These two clusters located in relative 

dorsal and ventral part of MPFC, suggest that they may play different roles in processing the 

beauty of visual art.  

The aMPFC in our study is located in the dorsal MPFC, which is more engaged in high-level, 

top-down processing (Bzdok et al., 2013), such as episodic memory, decision-making, and social 

cognition (de la Vega et al., 2016). Previous studies also showed that this brain structure is also 

activated during positive evaluation (Bartra et al., 2013) and secondary reward (Sescousse et al., 
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2013). Our functional characterization also suggests that this part of the brain engaged in both 

emotional and cognitive domain. We speculate that the aMPFC, when appreciating visual art, 

links more abstract beauty to reward, similar to that of secondary reward. 

The vMPFC/pgACC, on the other hand, is coactivated with a wide range of brain structures 

and involved in multiple functions, especially positive affective (de la Vega et al., 2016; Roy et 

al., 2012), as suggested by our functional characterization of this brain region. It is possible that 

the beauty of art was appreciated through a dorsal pathway: the secondary reward meaning was 

appraised in the aMPFC, and this signal was then integrated in vMPFC to generate the positive 

aesthetic affection. However, we should be cautious that the activation pattern of the beauty of 

visual art probably different from the activation pattern of the beauty of faces, which might 

suggest different functions.  

4.4. Role of the sensory cortex and  hemispheric differences in processing beauty. 

It is noteworthy that in both our meta-analysis about the beauty of faces and beauty of visual 

art, we did not found greater activations in the sensory regions. For the facial beauty, we didn’t 

found the fusiform face areas or other sensory cortical areas for beautiful faces than for non-

beautiful faces; for the visual arts, we didn’t observe activation of the sensory-motor network. 

These results seem to contradict with previous theories about facial beauty (Chatterjee et al., 

2009; Iaria et al., 2008) and art appreciating (Boccia et al., 2016; Chatterjee and Vartanian, 2014; 

Leder and Nadal, 2014).  

One possible explanation is that the current meta-analysis only included the contrast 

between beautiful vs. non-beautiful stimuli, therefore eliminating the effect of physical feature 

and showed purer neural activities for beauty. If this is the case, the current study provided 
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evidence that even eliminating the difference in physical features, the beauty of faces and visual 

arts showed different neural representations in the high-level processing.  

However, that doesn’t mean that physical features are not important in the process of beauty 

appreciating. Actually, the sensory network is necessary for processing the beauty of faces and 

visual art (Chatterjee and Vartanian, 2014). Also, the shared standard for beautiful faces 

(Hönekopp, 2006; Leder et al., 2016) suggests that physical features are crucial for beauty. 

Hence future studies are needed to further examine the contribution of sensory processing to the 

beauty appreciation. 

Regarding the hemisphere differences, it seems that peak locations of both face and art 

beauty appear in the left hemisphere, contradict with a popular view that “the right brain is 

related to imagination, (art) creativity and emotions” among layperson (Corballis, 1999). 

However, this hemispheric asymmetry is not real. In fact, most of these clusters located near the 

midline of the brain. The present results, along with the previous meta-analysis on appreciating 

of visual art (Boccia et al., 2016), suggest that the visual beauty is processed by both 

hemispheres. 

4.5. Methodological considerations. 

Several limitations of the present study should be addressed. First, the current meta-analysis 

methods were based on the reported peak activations, a large part of the spatial information was 

discarded. However, this limitation can be alleviated by the fact that the results derived from 

imaged-based meta-analysis are in good agreement with coordinate-based meta-analysis 

approaches (Salimi-Khorshidi et al., 2009). Second, coordinate-based meta-analysis approaches 

of neuroimaging studies, ALE is a representative one, use the “averaged” likelihood in common 
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volumetric space (Wager et al., 2007), thus it might lead to false positives of convergent 

activation in adjacent regions across studies. Therefore, it should be cautious when forming a 

conclusion for common activations across different studies. Third, the meta-analysis was based 

on the available literature and may have been affected by potential publication bias disfavoring 

null results (Jennings and Horn, 2012),  which also need further evidence from specified 

experiments.  

Given these considerations, further experimental data are needed to test the common neural 

basis of beauty using more robust methods. For instance, using multivoxel analysis to find the 

same activation pattern cross-task. 

In sum, our meta-analytic results showed distinct neural specificities for beautiful visual art 

and faces, while the evidence for the common neural basis of beauty is not strong. These results 

suggest more studies are needed to further test the common beauty theory.  
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Tables 

Table 1. Overview of the studies and contrasts included in the present meta-analyses 

Articles Model 
Subjects 

(Male) 

Mean 

age 

Stimuli Task Reported analysis 

Abitbol et al. (2015) fMRI 24(13 M) 25 paintings pleasantness rating correlation with pleasantness 

Boccia et al. (2015) fMRI 20(11 M) 25.45 Paintings esthetic judgment like > dislike 

Di Dio et al. (2007) fMRI 14(8 M) 24.5 sculpture observation beautiful > not beautiful 

Flexas et al. (2014) fMRI 24(12 M) 23.5 paintings beautiful or not beautiful > not beautiful 

Harvey et al. (2010) fMRI 87(NA) NA paintings preference ratings correlation with preference 

Ishizu and Zeki (2011) fMRI 21(9 M) 27.5 paintings beauty ratings beautiful > (indifferent + ugly) 

Jacobs et al. (2012) fMRI 18(10 M) 20-39 visual textures beauty judgment beautiful > ugly 

Kawabata and Zeki (2004) fMRI 10(5 M) 20~31 paintings beauty ratings beautiful > neutral 

Kirk et al. (2009b) fMRI 14(9 M) 26.3 paintings aesthetic rating correlation with aesthetics ratings 

Lacey et al. (2011) fMRI 8 (4 M) 23.1 paintings animacy rating correlated with beauty 
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Lebreton et al. (2009) fMRI 20 (10 M) 22.0 paintings pleasantness ratings correlated with pleasantness 

Silveira et al. (2015) fMRI 17 (8M) 37.0 paintings aesthetic judgment positive > negative aesthetic 

judgment 

Thakral et al. (2012) fMRI 16 (NA) NA paintings pleasant judgment correlated with aesthetic ratings 

Vartanian and Goel (2004) fMRI 12(4 M) 28 paintings preference rating correlated with preference 

Vessel et al. (2012) fMRI 16(11 M) 27.6 visual arts recommendation most recommended > least 

recommended 

Aharon et al. (2001) fMRI 10(10 M) 25.2 faces observation beauty > average 

Bray and O'Doherty (2007) fMRI 25(12 M) 20.8 faces location discrimination attractive > unattractive faces 

Cartmell et al. (2014) fMRI 16(7 M) 20 faces Partner Selection attractive > unattractive faces 

Chatterjee et al. (2009) fMRI 13(6 M) 22.6 faces beauty ratings correlation with beauty ratings 

     identity ratings correlation with beauty ratings 

Cloutier et al. (2008) fMRI 48(24 M) 21.7 faces attractiveness judgment increase with attractiveness 

Cooper et al. (2012) fMRI 39(20 M) 21.44 faces attractiveness rating positively related to attractiveness 

Iaria et al. (2008) fMRI 11(5 M) 24.09 faces attractiveness rating attractive > unattractive faces 
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Ito et al. (2015) fMRI 28(14 M) 21.6 faces passive viewing preferred > non-preferred 

     choosing task preferred > non-preferred 

Kim et al. (2007) fMRI 25(13 M) 20-45 faces ratings correlation with attractiveness 

(exclude preference) 

Kocsor et al. (2013) fMRI 16(8 M) 25 faces face discrimination attractive > unattractive faces 

Liang et al. (2010) fMRI 17(8 M) 26.5 faces passive viewing linear correlated with attractiveness 

McGlone et al. (2013) fMRI 16(0 M) 23 faces attractiveness rating attractive faces > unattractive faces 

O’Doherty et al. (2003) fMRI 25(13 M) 23.8 faces gender judgment high > low attractiveness 

Pegors et al. (2015)  fMRI 28(14 M) 22.5 faces attractiveness rating correlated with face attractiveness 

Shen et al. (2016) fMRI 36 (19M) 23.57 faces attractiveness rating linear correlated with attractiveness 

Smith et al. (2010) fMRI 23(23 M) 21.8 faces passive viewing attractive faces > unattractive faces 

Smith et al. (2014) fMRI 16(16 M) 23 faces attractiveness rating linear increase with attractiveness 

ratings 

Tsukiura and Cabeza (2011) fMRI 20(0 M) 23.4 faces attractiveness rating linear increase with facial 

attractiveness 
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Vartanian et al. (2013) fMRI 29(14 M) 25.1 faces attractiveness rating correlated with attractiveness 

Wang et al. (2015) fMRI 22(10 M) 21 faces gender judgment beautiful face > common face 

Winston et al. (2007) fMRI 15(15 M) 25.5 face attractiveness judgment effect of attractiveness 

Yu et al. (2013) fMRI 18(9 M) 21 faces attractiveness judgment attractive faces > unattractive faces 

Zhai et al. (2010) fMRI 18(10 M) 20.8 faces attractiveness judgment attractive faces > unattractive faces 
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Table 2. The results of the meta-analyses for beautiful visual art and beautiful faces 

Cluster 
Volume 

(voxels) 

Weighted center Maximum 

Z-value 

Center for maximum Z-value Macroanatomical 

location x y z x y z 

beautiful > non-beautiful visual art      

1 101 -7 60 -2 4.06 -4 60 -2 L aMPFC 

2 96 -5 42 -13 3.89 -6 40 -10 L vMPFC/pgACC 

     3.73 -4 44 -16 L gyrus rectus 

beautiful > non-beautiful faces      

1 309 1 44 -6 6.57 0 48 -8 vMPFC 

     4.11 -2 36 -2 ACC 

2 91 -9 11 -11 4.13 -10 14 -6 L ventral striatum 

     4.07 -8 10 -16 subcallosal cortex 

All peaks were assigned to the most probable brain area using the SPM Anatomy Toolbox, Harvard-Oxford Atlas,  

and AAL. aMPFC = anterior ventromedial prefrontal cortex; vMPFC = ventral ventromedial prefrontal cortex;  

pgACC = pregenual anterior cingulate gyrus. 
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Table 3. Contrast and conjunction analyses of the meta-analysis results for the beauty of visual art and faces 

Cluster 
Volume 

(voxels) 

Weighted center Maximum 

Z-value 

Center for maximum Z-value 
Macroanatomical location 

x y z x y z 

the beauty of visual art > beauty of faces      

1 9 -7 44 -14 1.96 -8 44 -14 L vMPFC /pgACC 

2 8 -10 58 -2 1.91 -8 56 -4 L aMPFC 

the beauty of faces > beauty of visual art      

1 74 3 46 -6 2.57 6 46 -4 R pgACC/vMPFC 

2 47 -8 9 -15 2.30 -6 6 -16 L ventral striatum 

beautiful stimuli ∩ non-beautiful stimuli (conjunction analysis at p < 0.01 uncorrected) 

1 93 -1 39 -7 3.23 -2 42 -12 L pgACC/vMPFC 

All peaks were assigned to the most probable brain area using the SPM Anatomy Toolbox, Harvard-Oxford Atlas, and AAL. aMPFC = 

anterior ventromedial prefrontal cortex; vMPFC = ventral ventromedial prefrontal cortex; pgACC = pregenual anterior cingulate gyrus. 
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